
WORLDVIEWS
Everyone Believes …



COMPETING 
WORLDVIEWS



Temporal Categories

•Pre-Modern 

•Modern 

•Post-Modern 

•Post-post-Modern??



THE 
PRE-MODERN 
WORLDVIEW



What is Pre-Modern?

•Period of history up to the mid 18th 
century. 

•Ends when The Enlightenment brings 
Modernity.



What do Pre-Moderns Believe?
•Very complex world with multiple 
worldviews 

•Belief in Supernatural 

•Knowledge comes through Supernatural 
Revelation. 

•Key Element: Theology



THE MODERN 
WORLDVIEW



Modern vs. Pre-Modern
•Modernism is a reaction to the Pre-
modern mindset. 

•Modernism questions belief about the 
existence of the Supernatural. 

•Modernism questions that the 
Supernatural reveals any truth to us.



Modernism

•Modernism begins with the 
Enlightenment. 

•Modernism ends with the transition 
to the Post-modern world in mid-20th 
century.



Modernism

•Modernism is throwing away a 
complete source of truth, an entire 
belief system. 

•Key element: Epistemology. 

•Theology is completely marginalized.



Epistemology in Modernism
•Everything is explained by Science & 
rational thought. 

•Truth is only available through rationality. 

•Truth must be objective and empirical. 

•Man can master all things through science 
and create a utopia by organizing things. 



THE POST-MODERN 
WORLDVIEW



Modernism
•Modernism reaches it peak in the 
advancements of the 20th century. 

•But it also sees it’s own demise. 

•Our great achievements are beyond our 
own imaginations, but they still fail to 
solve our problems.



THE TRANSITION



Transition to Post-Modernism

•There is a lot of debate about when. 

•The question is when is the big 
cultural shift. 

•When do we finally give up on science? 

•WWII - Dropping of the Bomb.



Transition to Post-Modernism
•After the Bomb, no one believes science and 
rationality are really helping, or delivering 
truth. 

•New & Radical skepticism. 

•Where Modernism was skeptical towards the 
supernatural, Post-modernism is skeptical 
towards everything.



Post-Modernism

•Absolute or “public” Truth is no 
longer available through science, either. 

•Now, we’ve thrown out Revelation & 
Rationality. 

•Truth no longer exists.



Modernism

•Modern skeptics doubted that Christianity 
was true, because of miraculous claims, 
which defied reason. 

•Moderns would accept rational arguments, 
but they doubted that Christianity was true, 
because of appeals to the supernatural.



Post-Modernism
•Post-modern skeptics reject Christianity because it 
even claims to be true. 

•Post-moderns are much more open to miracles, but 
very closed to rational arguments, to any absolute 
principles. 

•Post-moderns believe that one thing can be true for 
you and false for someone else 

•Complete Hard-core Relativism.



INDIVIDUAL 
VS. 

SOCIAL 
RELATIVISM



Individual Relativism
•Old school relativism - ’60s - ‘80s - was about 
the individual. 

•This is Camus or Sartre’s version of 
existentialism. 

•Nietzche’s “Superman”. 

•Truth is what empower’s YOU, the individual.





Social Relativism
•The New relativism: Truth is socially 
constructed by groups or communities. 

•All Truth is a political agenda, a fiction made 
up by a group wishing to advance their best 
interests. 

•Nietzche - “Truth is a mobile army of 
metaphors.”



DECONSTRUCTIONISM



Deconstructionism
•You cannot know the meaning of text because of 
all the agendas of the author (even with the 
author sitting in the room). 

•What really matters is what you get out of the 
text, What it means to you. 

•Seal doesn’t print lyrics with his music. 

•Mary Had a Little Lamb.



You Can Deconstruct Anything!
Mary had a little lamb; 

Its fleece was white as snow; 
And everywhere that Mary went, 

The lamb was sure to go. 

It followed her to school one day, 
Which was against the rule; 

It made the children laugh and play 
To see a lamb at school.



PRAGMATISM



Pragmatism
• The key to understanding Postmodernism is 

pragmatism. 

• Postmoderns will take from Modernity & 
Premodernity for their own belief systems, whatever 
works for them.   

• They will enjoy the fruits of technology, they will 
believe in Eastern religions, or not. 

• ONE KEY SIN: Believing in absolute or public truth.



Post-Modern People
• The first is that postmoderns prefer particulars to 

universals. 

• The second is that they prefer concrete-relational images 
as opposed to conceptual thoughts. 

• The third is that they find their identity in community, 
not as individuals. 

• The fourth is that they believe claims that are existential, 
as opposed to claims, which are essential or absolute.



Post-Modern People
• Pragmatically, for a postmodern person, 

community is their salvation. 

• They are looking for a group of people that they can 
identify with and be accepted by unconditionally.  

• This is their only hope for what haunts them, and 
yet it is people that they are afraid of. 

• Feel the postmodern irony.



Post-Modern People
• For a post-modern-secularist to accept Truth, 

he must first accept the community or culture 
that is propagating it. 

• I am not suggesting that we have to denigrate 
our Faith to being less than absolutely true. 

• What I am suggesting is that we have to deal 
with their social alienation first.



Post-Modern People
• Post-moderns will try on a particular community and set of beliefs 

to see if it works for them, before they embrace it completely.  

• They need to see the gospel at work in our lives, as much as, if not 
more than, they need to hear it preached. 

• They need to see us functioning as a community they are ready 
and willing to identify themselves with, then they will listen about 
absolute Truth. 

• Otherwise it is just someone else trying to “will to power” over 
them.



How Do We Engage?
• We need to have social events non-Christians will feel comfortable 

at.  They need to see us loving one another. What can we do? 

• We need to behave like we expect them to be around.  What do I 
mean by this? 

• Diversity and Unity – we need to exhibit genuine diversity, which 
crosses every boundary: race, socio-economic, etc. with exceptional 
unity that comes ONLY from Christ. Gal 3:26ff 

• We need to be active in Service & Mercy ministry as a congregation, 
not just as deacons or groups (first circle).  How can we engage in 
this?



Theological

Psychological

Social

PhysicalAlienation 
Resulting 

from 
Adam & Eve’s 

Fall

– Tim Keller, Ministries of Mercy, p. 47.


